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Introduction To Early Reading at
LMPS
Our Aims:
◦ For children to enjoy and love reading.
◦ For children to be confident when reading at home (reading should not be a
chore).
◦ For children to be able to read the books they take home – it should be fully
decodable. There should not be sounds in the books, or red words, they are
not familiar with. This should be an opportunity for them to show off!

Read Write Inc
The main Phonics and early reading scheme we use is the Read Write Inc Scheme
◦ Children are currently learning Set 1 sounds.
◦ The children learn the sound the letter makes and how to write it using a rhyme!

Read Write Inc Continued
Key Terms:
◦ Red words – words that cannot be sounded out e.g. I, said, they. They must be learned by sight.
◦ Green words – words that can be sounded out using our phonics.
◦ Fred talk – (Fred is the frog) he can only talk in sounds e.g. sh-o-p
◦ Blending – putting the sounds together and hearing the words they make. This is a tricky skill. Children
need a lot of practise to do this.
◦ Segmenting – being able to break up spoken words into their separate sounds.
◦ After half term the children will be assessed and placed into phonics groups, this assessment will then
take place every half term.
Children all follow their own path.
◦ There are 3 Sets of sounds: Set 1, 2, 3 sounds
◦ Set 1: Children will be revisiting sounds and practising oral blending. They will be taking home Tag
Sounds, Green Words and eventually Lilac blending books.
◦ Set 1: Children will revisit sounds and practise blending by sounding out words using ‘fred talk’. They will
be taking home Lilac blending books as well as individual ditty sheets – simple sentences to practise
reading groups of words.
◦ Set 1: Blending: Children will move on to revisiting sounds and taking home Red books to practise
blending and reading sentences.(Please note, to begin, these do not have punctuation, as the focus is
blending and beginning to read.)

Read Write Inc
◦ Set 2: Children will be learning new Set 2 sounds. They will be taking home
Green books to practise blending and reading sentences. Following this,
children will take home Purple books and then Pink books to continue building
on their reading.
◦ Set 3: Children will be learning new Set 3 sounds(see hand-out). They will be
taking home Orange books to begin. Following this, children will take home
Yellow books, Blue books and finally Grey books.
◦ The books get progressively more challenging and therefore require the
children to apply their knowledge of sounds and red words.

Reading Routine and Timetable
◦ There is daily phonics for all children

◦ Read Write Inc Sounds and blending/reading lessons on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday
◦ Thursday – Red Word time!

Children will bring home two types of books:
◦ Learn to Read books (sounds/words/books that are at the children’s level, brought home
every Friday, to be returned and swapped every Friday).
◦ Love to Read – (A weekly bed time book from the library to read with your child).
◦ Children will take home Read Write Inc sounds/green words/ditty sheet/colour banded
paper book, depending on the set of sounds the children are learning. The children will
have been sharing this book/learning green words in phonics lessons during the week. The
children will have read this book in school. This book will be fully decodable – they will know
the sounds and red words. It is crucial to repeat the reading of these books as they develop
fluency and accuracy when reading.
◦ They will also take home a supplementary colour banded book to share. The children will
not have read this book in school, but it will be matched to their sound knowledge.

Reading Routine and Timetable
◦ In your child’s Green Reading folder that they will bring home, there will be an A4
Reading at Home sheet for ideas of things to do with the children with the books for
the week.
◦ Children will also bring a Love to read book (library book) to share with you during
the week. The children will get the opportunity to change this with the class teacher.
◦ In the Green Reading Folder, there will also be a Reading Record. Please can you
record any reading your child does with you at home? These are checked once a
week by your child’s teacher  We love to see what you have been reading at
home!
◦ Guided reading – Reading in class, in addition to RWI phonics. This happens in small
groups or individually, with class teachers/Teaching Assistants/Parent helpers.
◦ Whole class reading – Story time, Sharing stories.

Example of paper book and what you can
do at home:

Example of supplementary book and what
you can do at home

Love to Read (Bedtime story)
◦ This is to share with someone at home – they will not necessarily be able
to read it!

◦ Children love to listen to others read to them and it benefits them in turn.
◦ The children will get the opportunity to change this book once a week.
◦ Children will be encouraged to choose a book that interests them, and
the library is set up to help them do this. Eg: Stories about animals, nonfiction.
◦ Please continue to also share the lovely books you have at home!

Next…
◦ The children will be bringing home a ‘love to read’ book from our library.
◦ The children will be bringing home their reading folders with reading material tailored to
the sounds they know. In this will be the A4 reading at home guide and a reading
record to write down all the reading your child does!
◦ Read and share storybooks with your child every day or as often as possible.
◦ Talk to your child. Feed them new vocabulary – This apple is nice. This apple is delicious.
This apple is scrumptious. This apple is divine.
◦ Ask your child questions about stories you read, discuss the characters and predict
what might happen.
◦ Be careful with the pronunciation of sounds – try not to ‘schwa’!
◦ Online support
Have a look at the parent videos online https://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/find-outmore/parents/
◦ Do visit our school website (Ladybird and Honeybee Class webpage) for lots more
information and videos to support!

Maths in EYFS - Early Learning Goals
Number
• Have a deep understanding of number to 10, including the composition of each number.
• Subitise (recognise quantities without counting) up to 5.
• Automatically recall (without reference to rhymes, counting or other aids) number bonds up to 5 (including subtraction facts) and
some number bonds to 10, including double facts.
Numerical Patterns
• Verbally count beyond 20, recognising the pattern of the counting system.
• Compare quantities up to 10 in different contexts, recognising when one quantity is greater than, less than or the same as the
other quantity.
• Explore and represent patterns within numbers up to 10, including evens and odds, double facts and how quantities can be
distributed equally

No Shape, Space and Measure Early Learning Goal since September 2021. However, it is still expected to be taught and is through
our curriculum at LMPS and WhiteRose Maths.

What do you see?

What is Teaching for Mastery?
At LMPS, we see Teaching for Mastery in maths as
◦ allowing the children to gain a deep understanding of maths,
◦ allowing them to acquire a secure and long-term understanding of maths that allows them to make
continual progress to move onto more complex topics.
We focus and explore fluency, reasoning and problem solving
Representing Numbers
◦ understand the number rather than just recognising the numeral
◦ numbers can be represented in many ways, not just as a written numeral

Counting
When counting, children need to understand these key principles …
◦ That we need to say one number for each object counted (touch counting / One-toone correspondence – match one number name to each item to be counted)
◦ Stable order - say the number names in the correct order
◦ Cardinality – the last number in the count is the total size of the group. The final number
we say is how many altogether.

◦ That we can count objects in any order and the total stays the same.

Recognising amounts – subitising
Another skill is to develop other mental strategies to identify the number of items in a group without
counting them individually. We can "see" instantly a handful of things and without knowing how
many there are - this is called subitising.
◦ e.g

5
Can you subtise these?

Conservation of number
Understanding that the total stays the same even when the objects move
When children first start to use numbers, they often do not understand that if we move
objects into another arrangement the total stays the same. We practise this with many
different types of objects but a useful tool is using a tens frame to be able to move
counters around

Representations we use in class
Part-Part Whole Model
◦ Shows how numbers can be split into
parts. Will see the relationship between
the whole number and the component
parts, this helps learners make the
connections between addition and
subtraction

Bar Model
Similar to the Part-Part Whole model.
It is a way of representing that number

8

◦ Part-Part Whole reasoning also helps
pupils to interpret, visualise and solve
word problems.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vze
eaxLQDkE

8
5

?

Reasoning
Reasoning in maths helps children to be able to explain their thinking.
It helps them to…
◦ think about how to solve a problem,
◦ explain how they solved it
◦ to think about what they could do differently.

Some examples of reasoning are:
◦ True and false statements e.g adding one to a number always makes it smaller
◦ Spotting incorrect maths e.g 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10
◦ Explaining how we know something or how we worked it out .

Which cookie is the
odd one out? And
why?

Problem Solving
Problem solving in maths allows children to use their maths skills in lots of contexts and in situations
that are new to them.
In Reception, problem solving might include:
◦ spotting, following and creating patterns

◦ estimating amounts of objects
◦ predicting how many times they can do something in a minute
◦ sharing objects between different groups – particularly when the amount of groups change and
the amount of objects stays the same
◦ finding different ways to partition numbers e.g 5 could be 5+0, 4+1, etc

Now, what do you see?

What your children see

Subtraction
8–0=8
8–1=7
8–2=6
8–3=5
8–4=4
8–5=3
8–6=2
8–7=1
8–8=0

No day
Addition
1 +7 = 8
2+6=8
3+5=8
4+4=8
5+3=8
6+2=8
7+1=8

That 8 pencils were longer than 8
toy trains.

Even number

789
8 feathers
were lighter
than 8 marbles

1 less

1 more

Concrete, Pictorial and Abstract
◦ Develop a deeper understanding and mastery of mathematical concepts
◦ Use concrete objects to help them make sense of the concept or problem; this could be anything
from real or plastic fruit, to straws, counters or cubes
◦ This is then developed through the use of images, models and children's own pictorial
representations before moving on to the abstract mathematics.
◦ Will travel along this continuum again and again, often revisiting previous stages when a concept is
extended
◦ Concrete can be used alongside the pictorial. Same, if a child is working in the abstract, ‘proving’
something or ‘working out’ could involve use of the concrete or pictorial to support

What if my child is very confident with
number already? Will this hold them
back?
You may feel that your child can already count to 10 and therefore understands
everything there is to know about counting to 10.
But have you considered:
◦ they may just know the numbers by rote?
◦ they may not have grasped the 5 ness of 5.
◦ they may not understand the numbers within numbers i.e that 5 is made up of 3 and 2,
4 and 1?

Calculation in EYFS
◦ We use Number blocks and a practical Mastery approach to ensure a depth
of understanding about numbers.
◦ Children build on their previous knowledge of ‘more’ ‘fewer’ ‘composition of
number’ to help them carry out calculations.
◦ Understanding of vocabulary is key, adults teach and model this. It is revisited
and displayed in the classroom to help embed it. (more, fewer, less,
altogether, equal, add, subtract, take-away, pattern, double, half)

In the Classroom
◦ Carpet sessions - Teacher models skills and key vocabulary. This is displayed on the working
wall and referred to during sessions/ Differentiated questioning/ CPA Approach (ConcretePictorial-Abstract)/ Paired talk
◦ Activities - Maths activities are available for children throughout the week, both inside and
outside. These are open-ended and children are extended through dialogue with adults

◦ The most important thing is for your child to experience a positive attitude to maths – it is OK
not to know the answer straight away or be right first time. Maths is a learning journey and
regular practise and experience of maths will help your child when learning in the
classroom.

